REVELATION 12 SIGN - 666 STARS
The purpose of this illustration is to depict the quadrant of the constellation Virgo as Jupiter is positioned on the day that it is believed will astronomical fulfill the Revelation 12 Sign. The position of Jupiter on the 23rd of September, 2017 will coincide with the Sabbath of Return. It will also be when Jupiter is 13 days out from the delineation of
the ‘Womb’ area of Virgo as some interpret the ‘line of birthing’ to have occurred on the 9th of September. The Virgo quadrant where Jupiter will be in positioned on that day conjoins to the Star HIP 66623. This has some unique correlations as that quadrant begins the numerical sequences of 666. On one level of a possible inference has to do
with the number ’23’. Such a number in the 666 numerical factor suggests a matching with the 23rd day that apparent astronomically fulfillment of the Revelation 12 Sign as mentioned. It also echoes the sentiment of Psalm 23 as in a spiritual typology, it would appear that Jupiter goes about the ‘Valley of the Shadow of Death’ as it traverses
this ‘666 Quadrant’ that invokes the connotation of the Mark of the Beast, that being 666. What is also amazing is that the positon of Jupiter on this fulfillment of the Revelation 12 Sign is set in front of the GoogleSky ‘cover-up’ patched area that some purport to be the ‘Red Dragon’ anomaly.
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It does appear to be rather unique about
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sequence. The numerical sequence of
labeling the Stars of the sky goes by such
sequences, etc. There are apparently 5
main HIP 666 Stars that will be in the
quadrant where Jupiter is positioned
on the 23rd of September as the Sign
concludes.
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There are 2 HIP 666 Stars that are outside the ‘line’ of Virgo. These
666 Stars are HIP 66617 and HIP 66648 that are outside of the main
constellation of Virgo but within the quadrant still. This finding was
made by Marc Dominguez of the Revelation 12 Sign Dragon Found
YouTube channel and posted on September 19, 2017.
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The author believes that the HIP 666 Stars could be the illusive ‘Red Dragon’
of Revelation 12 and stated that there are 7 HIP 666 Stars that he discovered.
To reiterate, it is rather unique that this discovery of the 666 Star quadrant is
juxtaposed in front of the now widely circulated GoogleSky ‘cover-up’ of the
supposed ‘Red Dragon’ anomaly. In it rather amazing that the Revelation 12
Sign phenomenon does associate a 2nd Sign of a 7 headed Red Dragon and
that later on, such a ‘Beast’ is ascribed to have the numerical value of 666,
that being the Mark of the Beast of coming AntiChrist. Does this ‘coincidence’
perhaps also signal the soon coming of the literal debut of the AntiChrist?
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